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Discovering the value of  
IBM Rational Quality Manager 

AN IBM PROOF OF TECHNOLOGY 

Date:  25th March, 2011 
Time:  9:30 AM – 2:30 PM 
Location:  1 Sierpnia 8 building A, Turkus room 

INTRODUCTION 

IBM® Rational® Quality Manager is a web-based, centralized test management hub for business-driven software quality. It is an environment for 
software decision makers and quality professionals who seek a collaborative and customizable solution for test planning, workflow control and tracking 
and metrics reporting.  Designed with distributed teams in mind, the web interface allows team collaboration regardless of location, providing real time 
project status and communication to all team members. Rational Quality Manager enables individuals and teams to provide:  

� Stakeholder and team coordination 

� Proactive risk management and decision-making 

� Automated process workflow 

� Protection of existing investments to deliver greater predictability 

� Ongoing process improvements and analytics 

� Test coverage optimization across environments  

OBJECTIVE 

This is your opportunity to learn about Rational Quality Manager's features and functionality and then take it for a hands-on test drive. The objective of 
this Proof of Technology is to demonstrate how to improve predictability and consistency in software quality delivery to help customers achieve greater 
value and performance from their global investments in software. Customers will learn how Rational Quality Manager can: 

� Mitigate business risk: Catch defects earlier and keep the team in synch with dynamic process and activity-based workflows 

� Improve operational efficiency: Automate labor-intensive lifecycle processes and determine optimal plans addressing wide range of platforms and 
requirements 

� Provide greater visibility: Make reliable decisions with constant access to prioritized metrics tailored for individuals and teams 

� Protect existing investments and deliver greater predictability: Adopt successful deployment patterns and map to operational KPIs, platforms and 
requirements 

AUDIENCE 

This Proof of Technology is meant as an introduction to Rational Quality Manager and is specifically targeted for: 

� Quality Assurance Professionals 

� Business Analysts 

AGENDA

� Overview 

� Lab 1 - Test Management 

� Lab 2 - Test Planning 

� Lab 3 - Test Creation 

� Lab 4 - Test Execution 

� Lab 5 – Test Suites 

� Lab 6 - Reporting 

� Lab 7 – Create Baseline 

� Lab 8 – Impact Analysis of Requirement Change 

� Lab 9 - Optional – Integration with IBM Rational RequisitePro®

COST 

This session is offered free of charge. However, participants are responsible for their own business travel expenses. 

SCHEDULE 

For your convenience, registration will begin at 9:00 AM. The session will start at 9:30 AM and end at approximately 2:30 PM. 

CONTACT FOR INFORMATION 

To enroll in this Proof of Technology, please contact your IBM Software Sales Representative (Rafal Nowakowski, rnowakowski@pl.ibm.com, +48 723 
70 3101). 

 

You’re 
invited 


